
The second part has to do with a word that some of you may have never experienced or heard of 
before.  It's almost like the tails of the Greed coin.  It is Dhimitude. 

Dhimitude 
References: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhimmitude 

This is a word talked about and generally discussed with respect to Islam.  While the word dhimitude is 
explained and defined because of Islam, it isn't exclusive to Islam as we shall see.  Things that are 
dhimitude are or can be VERY and EXTREMELY hidden.  They are deeply buried in programmings and 
manipulations and we're ALL affected.  By the way, Pete and I are still learning and studying what 
dhimitude is and how it works.  We're also working on understanding what it takes to de-program by 
reviewing some of our successes and failures.  This is going to be another one of those ongoing learnings 
in processes lessons. 
 
To get a better understanding of what it is initially, we'll start by introducing the concept by explaining 
how it works in Islamic countries in the strictest of terms.  Dhimitude is how people not of Islam get to 
live and stay alive in Islamic territories.  Anyone not Islam submits to Islamic rule without fighting in 
order to avoid the onslaught of jihad against them.  By the relatively peaceful surrender to Islamic rule, 
threatened by the edge of the sword is more accurate, people obtain the security for their lives, 
belongings and religion, but they have to accept a condition of inferiority and humiliation.  They are 
forbidden to possess weapons and cannot give testimony against a Muslim. 
 
As one example of a current Islam dhimitude application (there are others), most people do not know 
that Islam was immune from the abominable Health Care Legislation.  This exemption, seemingly 
working in Islam's favor isn't as simple as an exemption for religious reasons.  What it ALSO does is 
sways the balance of Control and Power AND it is a dhimitude penalty to those not of Islam.  If non-
Islam has to pay the bill, they don't have money for other things.  Everyone else is very intimidated and 
threatened with fines and jail by not securing the required insurance.  Islam consequently is going to 
have greater financial resources than those not of Islam and it gives them an edge and an unfair 
advantage to look down their noses against everyone else. 
 
While there are so many Lies in Christianity, when it gets right down to it, the Lies are Dhimitude too.  
Christians are afraid to walk away from documentable LIES because of the dhimitude involved 
perpetuated over centuries. 
 
There are many situations where dhimitude exists overtly in our country.  Examples include fines, 
penalties, insurances, loans, licenses, and most employer/employee relationships are wrongfully dealt 
with via dhimitude.  Most of our laws that endeavor to legislate morality have dhimitude involved; that's 
what's wrong with them.   
 
Think for a moment about our fight against the Nephilim and ALL the things we live with because of 
their perpetration of dhimitude against us.   
 
There are also things we do to ourselves that are dhimitude.  We were instructed in the January  2011 
Audience,  "failure is of their own doing, seek the innate for cause and reason; delay is the Law in action, 
removing barriers set long ago that must be overcome with force and applied energies." 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhimmitude�


What is important is as Akurians, we cannot impose a controlling penalty unto ourselves OR others.  We 
won't be as successful as we need to be with dhimitude or the energy of dhimitude in what we do. 
  
Let's be VERY clear: This is not the same thing as being Commanded to do something or to Command 
something because we have our Orders and Directives that come down from The Most High; we've got a 
job to do and we do it because we want to and the right thing to do is restore Holy Law.  This isn't 
dhimitude.  And yes, we need to take the time to digest the differences involved  – the line is very fragile 
in some cases. 
 
It is also not the same thing as allowing one to suffer the consequences of the penalties for violations of 
Natural and Holy Law within the terms of Natural and Holy Law.  The Most High is very clear with 
respect to what He will do with violators – read Leviticus 26.  When hidden dhimitude gets out of our 
own way, we're not a stumbling block to the fulfillment of the consequences for penalty and ALL the 
forces are available for us to use and Command.  This is what we've been learning them for in the first 
place. 
 
Again, the study and application of Holy Law should be apparent.  And make no mistake; it is another 
reason why it is so important to WRITE it down! 
 
We are in extreme times.  Things are culminating with our last of the 175 of the promised Anointeds.  
There is GREAT threat on the planet.  But with GREAT threat ALSO comes GREAT opportunity!  These are 
also exciting times and we can have TREMENDOUS effect on the planet. 
 
Now that we have some definition to work with, the job of figuring it out should be a little easier, 
refinement and discernment should be much more effective based on the growing understanding of the 
words and Holy Law application.   
 
Understanding and studying dhimitude can be a light and gentle thing by comparison to some of the 
other things we do.  It can also be a harsh butt bite if we don't fix or ignore! 
 
Individual effort studying the situation might even be fun and pleasurable.  The light bulbs of 
enlightenment and skill growth will be off the scale.  We'll not get hand prints by the bazillions, we'll get 
delivered ASS-KICKS by the gazillions.   
 
Growing understanding of dhimitude and greed will facilitate success of our group and individual efforts, 
doing things by virtue, and it will strengthen our Invocations as a team.   
 
In the quiet moments after this lesson and you flash through The AED, our Akurian Lessons, important 
documents, conversations with Bobby, and our Invocations, they will ALL mean so much more in a 
matter of seconds.  So will your understanding of everything else as you apply this information. 
 
In fact, some of you ALREADY understand these incredible and powerful implications which are certain 
to become even more POWERFULLY Effective as you apply understanding of dhimitude and greed in the 
things you do. 
 
 Just to test, consider a phrase Bobby's told us over the years, "Don't dictate the terms."    
 
How about this one, "Let the energy tell you".  



 
Both have an entirely different meaning and impact now don't they? 
 
Are there any questions? 
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